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Increasingly, more and more money is spent on virtual items in the virtual worlds of videogames. Consider: in the

virtual simulation game Second Life, a digital coffee table can currently sell for anywhere between a few cents to

several hundred dollars’ worth of actual currency.  A sword from a Chinese MMORPG game, the Age of Wushu,

once sold for $16,000. And in 2011, a company bought an entire virtual planet in the game Entropia for $6 million.

These virtual items, from different virtual worlds, have one thing in common—they pose unique challenges to pre-

digital frameworks for property rights.

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are set to change not only the valuations of these items but also potentially provide

more clarity on ownership. And they are going to be the next craze in the videogame industry. For instance,

consider Loot. Loot is a community-based video game based nearly entirely on Ethereum-based NFTs. The NFTs in

Loot—appropriately named Loo—are not art or visible items, but instead are simply images with text identifications of

traditional fictional fantasy adventuring gear. Each NFT in the game is effectively a deed of ownership to a

corresponding digital item. In this case, it’s an image depicting a list of text, like this:

As DeCrypt explains, “That’s all there is to it—and that’s intentional.”  Loot leaves it to the community to build around

the tools these NFT’s represent.
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The Loot NFTs themselves have surged in value since the game was announced in late August. Just one week after

the drop, the least expensive Loot NFT available on the OpenSea marketplace was priced at 15 ETH ($59,600), and

the site reported more than $159 million worth of total trading in its first week.  A single Loot NFT sold for 250 ETH

($954,000) last month. It previously sold for 0.08 ETH ($305) the week before.

Certainly, the NFT frenzy is itself multidimensional and cannot be attributed to any one thing. But one thing is clear—

the smart contracts governing each NFT generally provide purchasers information of exactly what rights they will

own when they buy that NFT. And many NFT purchasers are buying NFTs for that very reason: the belief that they

own something with concrete value that can appreciate in actual market value.

NFTs serve as an exciting new development because property rights in videogames have consistently operated in a

grey area with inconsistent frameworks to govern ownership and value. The traditional framework of property rights

in the United States categorizes property into two major categories: tangible property and intangible property.

Tangible property (e.g., real estate or physical goods) typically occupies a physical space and can be manipulated,

while intangible property consists of a more ethereal set of rights such as those granted by contract or intellectual

property laws. The issue with virtual items is that they do not neatly fit into any of these existing categories.

Virtual items share characteristics with tangible property in that they occupy a specific space (albeit virtual) and are

limited by exclusivity and scarcity—if one person is using a virtual item, another person cannot use that same item at

the same time.  The recent proliferation of NFTs may further increase the similarities between virtual items and

tangible property because they allow for the authentication and verification of a chain of ownership for a virtual item.

 For instance, NFTs one day may allow the exact virtual football thrown in the final play of a Madden NFL

championship to be sold at an auction—blockchain technology would confirm the authenticity of the specific football

compared to any other football compiled with the same generic lines of code.

Yet the very existence of virtual items is created and bound by intangible property concepts. Virtual items are

created by lines of code which are the developer’s intellectual property. When a player installs a game, they almost

always are required to agree to the End User License Agreement (EULA), which in many cases, gives the developer

complete property rights to any in-game assets. This usually, but not always, includes a complete retention of a

developer’s intellectual property rights, even with regards to content that is created or designed by an individual

player.  Because virtual items share features with multiple types of property law frameworks (tangible, contract, and

intellectual property), there is no consistent framework of legal treatment (which ultimately affects the value of the

property right itself).

Many scholars have called for and proposed various solutions to create specific property rights in favor of gamers,

such as limiting the scope and power of EULAs,  passing legislation specific to protecting digital items,  or having

courts create common law to decide the nature of rights over digital goods (much like the historical development

real property law).  Some courts outside the United States have already recognized consumer property rights to

virtual items. For instance, in 2019, a court in France ruled that consumers had a right to resell games they bought

from the Steam store.  Likewise, a Finnish court ruled in 2010 that a defendant could be guilty of theft for hacking

an MMORPG account and stealing a victim’s virtual items.

Increasing consumer rights in virtual items could lead to interesting ramifications for the gaming industry. Will a game

developer be able to ban a player for bad behavior without providing them reasonable compensation for their

acquired virtual items? Can a game developer be sued for negligence if a software glitch causes the destruction of a

player’s virtual items? If a game developer becomes defunct and stops supporting a game, will players be able to

claim the residual value of their virtual assets from the bankruptcy estate?

And the biggest question of all: are NFTs the answer to some or all these questions?

Stay tuned for our follow up article exploring some of these topics and more.

Sign up to receive emails with links to new posts by clicking here.
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About Winston’s Videogame, Gaming & Esports Group 

Recognizing that emerging industries require bespoke lawyering, David Enzminger formed and lead Winston’s

Videogame, Gaming & Esports Group to provide comprehensive legal solutions to companies in these industries.

This multidisciplinary group includes more than 60 lawyers across 10 practices working seamlessly to assist

companies in these industries in all areas, including managing IP portfolios, assisting esports companies establish

global sports leagues, selling franchises, and developing proactive legal solutions for issues that arise from league

operations. We represent videogame publishers in antitrust matters and represent both rights owners and gaming

companies in licensing issues for game content. In addition, our team helps electronic game clients prepare for all

types of regulatory and public scrutiny issues, such as corporate governance, data privacy, and

harassment/discrimination claims that are sure to come as the industry continues to grow in both size and influence.

Our offices in New York, Silicon Valley, Los Angeles, Shanghai, and Hong Kong provide gaming clients with a global

platform for their complex and evolving legal needs.
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